
Client Peripherals
The complete IT package for maximum productivity



Our products are thoughtfully designed with the style, innovation, functionality, and unique features needed 
to maximise user productivity. Whether they’re field-based engineers working on-the-go, or office-based 
creatives and designers, we have everything to help them do their job, wherever and whenever — from 

displays and docks to power banks and headsets.

When people are enabled by technology that works, they become more immersed in their work, face 
fewer distractions and interruptions, and increase their productivity.When employees are more productive, 

so too are companies.

One-stop shop 

Conveniently purchase from a single source that offers a wide portfolio of accessories worldwide,  
backed by world-class service and support. 

Better together

Designed, tested and certified to work seamlessly together with Dell systems.

Thoughtful design

Stylish, innovative, functional – our accessories are designed with unique features built-in, to make 
your life easier and help maximise your productivity.

Recommendations in summary 
Employee safety is a top priority for businesses around the world and many companies will continue 
offering remote work arrangements for the foreseeable future. With the new research in mind, here are key 
considerations for decision-makers looking to strengthen employee experience and boost productivity for 
their remote workforce:

• Provide equipment upgrades and outfit the employee home workspace appropriately as an extension of the office.

• Select the right monitors and accessories for each worker to maximize productivity.

• Revisit space planning in the office to safely accommodate the onset of more virtual meetings, including 
socially distanced workspaces and modular meeting spaces that allow employees to connect and 
collaborate with colleagues.

Employees work from multiple environments—from the home to the office to anywhere in between. This has 
IT leaders wondering how they can ensure their workforce has what it needs to be productive and collaborative 
across so many spaces. At Dell, we believe the shift to hybrid working models is here to stay, and we want to help 
you adapt with everything you need to keep connected and comfortable for whatever kind of work you do.

With over 200 branded accessories, Dell knows that modern work requires the tools to help you stay productive 
and collaborative. We combine hybrid-work ready accessories with intelligent systems and innovative displays to 
offer customers a comprehensive selection of leading tech for the office, at-home, or anywhere in-between.

1 Futuresource Consulting: Why Wireless Peripherals are Winning with US Business Users, 2019.

2 IDC Infobrief: Future of Work – Embracing New Dynamics, Creating New Experiences, September 2019.

Support Your Remote Workforce With the Right Tools to Boost Productivity 
New Forrester research commissioned by Dell revealed that users were twice more likely to report a 
downgrade in productivity following the shift to a new working environment with the switch to a new device, 
smaller single monitor or laptop screen and lack of their usual accessories.

An easy way to improve employee productivity is to equip laptop users with a monitor, keyboard and mouse so 
they can see more and work across several applications faster. We recently commissioned a study to figure out 
if we could quantify those productivity benefits. What we found was that by adding a keyboard and mouse, user 
productivity increased by nearly 26%, and adding a 27-inch monitor as well, by 38% versus using a laptop alone.1

With USB Type-C® technology, users can also streamline connectivity between the laptop and their other 
peripherals via a docking station or monitor, potentially saving up to 20 hours of time wasted annually2 on 
having multiple cables and inefficient connectivity options.

Time savings are just one side of the picture; adding a monitor and external input devices to a laptop also 
unlocks various benefits on user comfort and reduces fatigue. 

Help your employees achieve their full 
potential with the right tools for the job. The era of hybrid work has arrived.



Dell Wireless Mouse – WM126 

• Essential wireless mouse 

• Wireless 2.4 Ghz connectivity with Nano dongle 

• Up to 12 months of battery life9 

• Optical LED sensor, 1000dpi 

• Dell Universal Pairing

• 1-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Mobile Wireless Mouse – MS3320W 
(available in black or titan gray) 

• Optical LED & adjustable DPI  
(1000, 1600, 2400, 4000) 

• Dual connectivity (BT5.0 & 2.4 Ghz wireless)

• 3 years battery life9

• Ambidextrous design 

• Dell Peripheral Manager software for customisation, 
firmware update & peripheral management

• 3-years Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Multi-Device Wireless Mouse – MS5320W

• Optical LED & adjustable DPI (1000, 1600, 2400, 4000)

• Multi-device connectivity 
(2 x BT5.0 & 2.4 Ghz RF)

• 3 years battery life9

• Comfortable right-handed design with thumb grip

• Scroll wheel with tilt for horizontal scrolling

• Programmable left thumb buttons

• Dell Peripheral Manager software for customisation, 
firmware update & peripheral management

• 3-years Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Premier Rechargeable 
Wireless Mouse – MS7421W

Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM3322W
(available in select countries) 

• Full sized keyboard with dedicated keys for 
multimedia access

• 1000 DPI mouse with scroll wheel for easy navigation

• Long-lasting battery life 
(36 months for keyboard and 18 months for mouse*)

• Keyboard offers 128-bit AES 
(Advanced Encryption Standard) 

• Spill resistance and anti-fading keys ensures keyboard 
remains intact over time 

• 3-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Mouse

• Optical LED & adjustable DPI (1000, 1600, 2400, 4000)

• Comfortable right – handed design with thumb grip

• Scroll wheel with tilt for horizontal scrolling

• Programmable left thumb buttons

Keyboard

• Compact keyboard layout - 2 section (KM7120W)

• Full-size keyboard layout - 3 section (KM7321W)

• Tilt legs for adjustable height

• Programmable keys

• Multi-OS shortcut keys

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM5221W
(available in black or white)

• One of the quietest wireless keyboards around

• Wireless mouse is great for both left and  
right-handed users

• Tilt legs offer two adjustable angles for the keyboard

• Up to 36 months battery life9

• Keyboard offers 128-bit AES (Advanced  
Encryption Standard)

• 3-year Advanced Exchange Service1

NEW

• Rechargeable via USB-C with 6 month 
battery life9

• Get a full workday’s battery life with 
as little as a 2-minute recharge9

• Optical LED & adjustable DPI (1000, 
1600, 2400, 4000)

• Multi-device connectivity

• (2 x BT5.0 & 2.4 Ghz RF)

• Scroll wheel with tilt for horizontal scrolling

• Programmable thumb buttons

• Dell Peripheral Manager software for customisation, 
firmware update & peripheral management

• 3-years Advanced Exchange Service1

NEW

Dell Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse – KM7120W

Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse – KM7321W

• Multi-Device connectivity (2 x BT5.0 &  
2.4 GHz wireless)

• 3 years battery life9

• Dell Peripheral Manager software for customisation, 
firmware update & peripheral management

• 3-years Advanced Exchange Service1

The best at your fingertips. Don’t overlook your keyboard for an enjoyable computer experience. 
Dell offers a variety of wireless keyboard and mouse combos to match your business needs.

Dell Keyboards and Keyboard & Mouse Combos
Put convenient, control and comfort at your fingertips with Dell mice,  

enhancing experiences and increasing productivity.

Dell Wireless Mice

3 years Advanced 
Exchange 
Service1 

(select products)

Dell Mobile Pro Wireless Mouse – MS5120W 
(available in black or titan gray)

• Optical LED & adjustable DPI (1000, 1600, 2400, 4000)

• Dual connectivity (BT5.0 & 2.4 Ghz wireless)

• 3 years battery life9

• Scroll wheel with tilt for horizontal scrolling

• Programmable thumb buttons

• Dell Peripheral Manager software for customisation, 
firmware update & peripheral management

• 3-years Advanced Exchange Service1



Dell Active Pen – PN350M

• Take notes or sketch a diagram on your Inspiron 2-in-1 naturally with 
up to 1,024 levels of pressure sensitivity 

• Rest your palm comfortably on the screen with palm rejection 
technology 

• Click the two barrel buttons to efficiently erase or launch the select 
arrow/context menu 

• Tether hole offers the option to attach to a lanyard or pen tether

• Snugly fits in the garage of the Inspiron 7390 / 7590 2-in-1 systems 
with magnetic attachment

• 18 months of battery life (based on 3 hours daily usage for 5 days a 
week with AAAA battery)

Pressure sensitivity, tilt, magnetic and pen tether attachment features vary depending on system capabilities.  
For a complete list of pens and their compatible Dell systems, please refer to the Dell Pen Compatibility Brochure.2

Dell Smartcard USB Keyboard – KB813

• Data is transferred between keyboard 
and system only through its USB interface 

• Incorporates the functions of a keyboard 
and smart card reader in a single data 
input system 

• Features up to 104 keys, USB Keyboard 
with Smart Card Reader 

• Ideal for banking transactions, 
identification systems, secure web 
applications, and secure log-on

Dell Wired Business Multimedia Keyboard – KB522

• Mid-profile keycaps allow efficient, comfortable 
data input

• Shortcut and multimedia keys for quick commands 

• Two USB ports for expanded connectivity

Dell Multimedia Keyboard – KB216  
(available in black, grey or white)

• Multimedia keys for quick actions and commands 

• Comfortable, desk-centric design 

• Full layout with chiclet style keys allows  
for efficient, comfortable typing 

• Optional palm rest for added comfort  
(sold separately)

Dell Wired Mouse with Fingerprint Reader – MS819 

• Access your PC securely with Windows Hello

• FIDO1 ready for secure online payment 

• GS mark certified

• Easy plug and play

• Designed for comfort

• 1-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Active Pen - PN5122W 

• Write and draw accurately with up to 4,096 levels of 
pressure sensitivity

• Rest your palm comfortably onscreen with palm 
rejection technology

• Start writing quickly on your 2-in-1 laptop no 
pairing required 

• Customizable shortcut buttons to your preferred 
functions/applications

• 12 months of battery life with AAAA battery*

• Two spare nibs to replace lost or existing nib 

• 3-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Optical Mouse – MS116 
(available in black, gray or white) 

• Optical LED tracking and wired connectivity 

• Plug and play convenience via USB

• 1-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Laser Mouse – MS3220 
(available in black or titan gray) 

• Laser sensor

• Connectivity Wired USB 2.0

• Resolution (DPI) 400, 800, 1600, 3200

• 5 Program Shortcut Buttons

• Dell Peripheral Manager Windows 10 or later

• 3-year Advanced Exchange Service1

Dell Active EMR Pen

• The Dell Active EMR Pen provides a natural pen-
on-paper writing experience allowing you to write 
and draw on compatible 2-in-1 Chromebook laptops 

• It features tilt and 4096 pressure level sensitivity.

Dell Premier Rechargeable Active Pen -  PN7522W 

• Active pen with 40 days of battery life* on a 
single charge

• Customizable side buttons for quick access to 
frequently used apps or functions

• Natural writing and drawing experience with 4,096 
levels of pressure sensitivity

• Cone shaped nib to pick on even slightest pressure 
with virtually no lag

• The world’s first active pen with Tile location 
tracking to easily locate where you last left it

• Versatile multi-protocol compatibility with a wide 
range of Dell 2-in-1s

• Magnetic attachment to laptop via pen tether

• 3 Year Advanced Exchanged service1

• Replacement tips also available

NEW

Dell Rugged Passive Pen

• For Latitude 5430 / 7330 Rugged

• Replacement tips also available

NEW

Dell Rugged Active Pen – PN720R

• The pressure-sensitive design lets the tablet respond 
as though you are pressing down harder or softer to let 
you make sketches, send notes and click on folders and 
applications even when wearing gloves

• A tail enclosure hides away up to four replacement nibs

• The IP55 rating shows it can withstand dust, water, dirt 
and fog

• Easily copy, select and move objects with a few button 
presses, making everyday tasks simple

*Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model 
calculations, AES2 (T/R, tilt) protocol (commonly used 
in newer notebooks). Results vary depending on use, 
operating conditions, and other factors.

Dell Wired and Secure Keyboards & Mice
Enjoy a natural writing experience on your laptop.

Dell Active Pens
The best at your fingertips. Don’t overlook your keyboard for an enjoyable computer experience. 

Dell offers a variety of wired mice to match your business needs.

NEW



Dell Universal Dock: D6000S
Conveniently dock any laptop equipped with USB-C or 
USB3.0 ports with the Dell Universal Dock – D6000. You’ll be 
able to connect up to three 4K displays simultaneously7.

1 Dell Dock – WD19S 130W
With Up To 90W Power Delivery
Charge your system with up to 90W of power delivery while 
connecting to the displays and peripherals that make you 
more productive.

2 Dell Dock – WD19S 180W
With up to 130W Power delivery
Enhance your productivity with the World’s most powerful 
USB-C docks with Dell ExpressCharge for faster charging3. 
USB-C technology delivers data transfer speeds of up to 
10Gbps and supports three Full HD displays so you can work 
more efficiently.

Dell Universal Dock: D3100
Connects your laptop to up to three additional monitors, 
various external devices and the Internet with a single cable. 

Future-ready design 

Dell offers the World’s first modular dock with upgradeable connectivity and 
power. By allowing you to easily upgrade your connectivity and boost your power 

delivery to meet the future needs of your evolving PC environment, you can 
significantly reduce your upgrade costs.

Dell Thunderbolt™ Dock WD19TB/WD19TBS Module
Need more power in the future? Upgrade to the 
WD19TB module for Thunderbolt connectivity with up 
to 130 watts of power delivery, 40Gbps data transfer 
speeds and support for up to three displays at a fraction 
of the cost of replacing the entire dock.

Dell Performance Dock WD19DC/WD19DCS Module
Upgrade to the WD19DC module in the future to increase 
your power delivery up to 210 Watts for use with 
Precision Mobile Workstations at a fraction of the cost 
of replacing the entire dock. The single connector can 
also be used with all Dell commercial laptops for ultimate 
compatibility in your PC environment.

Compatible with select Precision Mobile Workstations and 
Latitude or XPS systems with single USB Type-C™ cable6.

1

2

3

3 Dell Thunderbolt Dock – WD19TBS
With Up To 130W Power Delivery
Experience ultimate productivity with the World’s most 
powerful ThunderboltTM dock4. The WD19TBS offers up to 
130W of power delivery for faster charging when at your 
desk with Dell ExpressCharge. It also works with non-
Thunderbolt systems for easy compatibility to most devices. 
Thunderbolt 3TM technology delivers data transfer speeds 
of up to 40Gbps and supports up to four displays so you 
can do your best work more efficiently. It is certified to work 
with MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, and iPad Pro 
Thunderbolt™ and USB-C™ notebooks.

4 Dell Performance Dock – 
WD19DCS With Up To 210W Power Delivery
Boost your PC’s power up to 210W on the World’s most 
powerful dual USB-C dock5. Get the flexibility you need with 
magnetically separable USB-C cables. Use both connections 
for dual USB-C functionality that is compatible with select 
Precision Mobile Workstations for the fastest charging and 
the ultimate computing performance. 

You can also use one connection as a single USB-C cable for 
compatibility across your PC environment6 .

4

Power your productivity.

Dell Commercial Docking Family
Power your productivity.

Dell Commercial Docking Family



Dell Premier Slim Backpack 15 PE1520PS 
Dell Premier Backpack 15 PE1520P  
Dell Premier Briefcase 15 PE1520C

• EcoLoop*

• TSA check-point friendly design (Premier only)

• Dedicated laptop compartment with 
EVA foam protection and tablet sleeve

• Durable 1680D Ballistic Polyester 
with black leather accents

• Padded main compartment

• Front organiser compartment 
with zippered pocket

• Zippered, leather front pocket; 
discreet valuables top pocket

• Trolley strap for easy slot-through 
of luggage handle

• Convenient in-bag charging when on-the-go

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 11-14 CV5423
Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 15-16 CV5623

• EcoLoop** Exterior main fabric is made with 100%  
ocean-bound plastic ( approx. 7-8 bottles)

• Anti-scratch Nylex lining for laptop to protect against spills, 
bumps and scratches

• Front zippered pocket with organizers to store a charger, a mouse 
and a couple of pens

• Handle for  practical hand carry 

• Easy to carry with a detachable, adjustable shoulder strap 

• Trolley strap for easy slot through of luggage handle

• Fabric loop for dual purpose - to clip shoulder strap or to 
secure zipper pullers

Dell EcoLoop Leather sleeve 15 PE1522VL
Dell EcoLoop Leather sleeve 14 PE1422VL

• 15” PE1522VL customized to fit Latitude 9520 /9510/ 14” PE1422VL 
(Fits Latitude 9420/7420 and 5420)

• Made with 50% recycled content (Exterior: 50% recycled 
leather fibres, Interior: 50% post-consumer recycled polyester)

• Lightweight, sleek design with laser cut pattern

• Secure and snug fit with zippered closure

• Water resistant exterior

• Dedicated pen holder within sleeve

Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack | CP4523G, CP4523B

• EcoLoop***

• Built-in padded sleeve (up to 15” laptop) to keep your tech protected

• Front organizer panel with pen slots and slip pockets to store 
your documents and other accessories

• 2 stretchable mesh side-pockets for water bottle/umbrella

• Vertical front pocket with zipper make it easy to retrieve your 
essentials quickly

• Reflective accents

NEW

NEW

*Based on Dell internal analysis of 
published data on solution-dyed virgin 
polyester and fabric supplier data sheets, 
December 2018. (AD#G19000002)
Dell’s EcoLoop solution dyeing process 
for polyester generates up to 90% less 
wastewater, 62% less CO2 emissions, 
and uses up to 29% less energy than 
traditional dyeing processes.

***Exterior fabric is made with 100% recycled plastic, using approximately 7 recycled 
plastic bottles. which would have otherwise ended up in landfills. Packaging is made with 
100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop and plastic bag.

Dell EcoLoop Pro Backpack CP5723 
Dell EcoLoop Pro Briefcase CC5623

• EcoLoop** Exterior main fabric is made with 100% 
ocean-bound plastic ( approx. 11 bottles)

• Weather resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric

• 360° foam cushioning for complete laptop protection 
(EVA foam on the side walls and mesh bumper on top)

• Anti-scratch Nylex lining for laptop to protect against 
spills, bumps and scratches

• Padded main compartment with purpose-built 
organizers for keyboard, mouse, headset and 
other tech accessories

• Front organizer compartment

• Padded adjustable shoulder strap

• Attach to rolling luggage for easy travel 

• Reflective accents

• Dual purpose fabric loop - to clip shoulder 
strap or to secure zipper pullers

NEW

**Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500 ml plastic water bottle. Recycled 
polyester exterior main fabric made from 100% ocean bound plastic. Ocean-
bound plastic is waste collected within 50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean 
coastline or major waterway.

Pro backpack, briefcase and sleeves come in 
packaging which is made of 100% recycled 
content in the hang tag, hang loop and plastic bag.

Who says you can’t take it with you? Protect and carry your Dell laptop or 2-in-1  
in style wherever you may go with our range of stylish carrying cases. We offer a variety  

of styles from briefcases and sleeves to backpacks.

Dell Premier and Premier Slim Briefcases and Backpacks
Designed with durable, weather-resistant materials,  

you can rest assured your Dell Pro Briefcase or Backpack  
will stand up to the demands of everyday commuting.

Dell Pro Briefcases and Backpacks



Dell Notebook Power Bank Plus – USB-C:  
PW7018LC (65Wh, 6 cell)

• Charges the widest range of Dell and third-party  
USB-C laptops as well as mobile devices, with wide 
voltage profiles (5V/3A, 9V/3A, 15V/3A, 20V/3.25A)

• Simultaneously charge your USB-C laptop  
and your smartphone via the secondary  
USB-A port with data read/write 

• View and edit content from your smartphone  
or flash drive 

Auto Air Adapter
Power up and stay productive on the road or in flight with 
Dell’s Auto/Air Adapter. It plugs into a cigarette lighter or 
airline outlet to power your laptop and charge the battery.

Dell Professional Sound Bar – AE515M 
(Skype for Business-certified)

• Enjoy an enhanced voice and multimedia experience 
on your monitor

• Background noise reduction and dual mic array with 
echo cancellation

• Certified for Microsoft® Skype® for Business

• Includes optional mount for new displays 

• Comes with a 3-year warranty

Dell USB Soundbar – AC511M

• Provides immersive surround-sound 
experience with clear dialogue and rich bass

• Clean sound reproduction with minimal 
distortion in the PC multimedia space

• Comes with a 3-year warranty

Dell Notebook Power Bank Plus – 
PW7015L (65Wh, 6 cell)

• Portable power for Dell notebooks with five-segment 
LED that displays the remaining available power

• Fits neatly into Dell Premier Backpacks and Briefcases, 
for in-bag charging 

• Two USB charging ports let you simultaneously charge  
a pair of mobile devices as well as your Dell notebook 

• 65Whr battery provides reliable backup power

Dell Mobile Adapter Speakerphone –MH3021P

• World’s first USB-C adapter with integrated 
speakerphone offers an all-in-one connectivity and 
conferencing solution.

• Its numerous ports offer a variety of connectivity options. 
Speeds of up to 10Gbps let you transfer large media 
files in seconds via the USB-C and USB-A ports.

• This Dell multiport adapter lets you enjoy sharp images 
at up to 4K resolution at 60Hzi when you connect 
your external display via the HDMI 2.0 port or USB-C 
port; while its built-in speakerphone offers great 
conferencing convenience. 

• You can charge your laptop with up to 90W Power 
Delivery – simply plug in your USB-C power adapter or 
display to the USB-C port on your adapter speakerphone.

Dell Slim Soundbar SB521A

• World’s slimmest and lightest soundbar magnetically 
attaches to Dell UltraSharp and P-series Monitors*, 
keeping your desk clutter-free

• Enjoy rich and crystal-clear audio with powerful 3.6W 
RMS speakers and a wide frequency response range of 
180Hz to 20kHz

• Flexibly tilt, swivel and pivot your monitor in any direction 
with the soundbar tightly attached, without it getting in 
the way

• Tested and certified with Dell monitors and PCs

• Comes with a 3-year warranty
1 Compatible with select Dell P-series & UltraSharp monitors with new silver 
back design

2 ‘Most intelligent’ based on the Dell Slim Conferencing Soundbar being the only 
Microsoft Teams certified soundbar with AI noise-cancellation. Based on comparative 
analysis of Microsoft Teams-certified soundbars – August, 2021.

Dell Slim Conferencing Soundbar SB522A

• The world’s most intelligent Microsoft Teams certified 
soundbar2

• 4.5W RMS speakers

• 180Hz to 20kHz frequency response range

• AI noise cancellation

• Echo cancellation

• Full duplex audio

• Integrated audio controls

• Dedicated Microsoft Teams button

• Magnetically snaps on to your Dell monitor1 

• Configure and enhance your audio using Dell 
Peripheral Manager

• Microsoft Teams and Zoom certified; compatible with 
leading UC platforms

Dell Speakerphone SP3022

• The world’s most intelligent Microsoft Teams certified Soundbar3

• Crystal-clear conference calls

• AI noise cancellation

• Directional stereo

• Full duplex audio

• Echo cancellation

• Dedicated Microsoft Teams button

• Configure and enhance your audio using Dell Peripheral Manager

• Microsoft Teams and Zoom certified; compatible with leading UC platforms

NEW

3Based on Dell analysis comparing against 
competitive personal conferencing 
speakerphones, September 2021

Hear more, do more. Dell’s audio solutions offer exceptional clarity  
whether you’re on a conference call or listening to your favourite music.

Dell Speakers & Soundbars
Hear more, do more. Dell’s audio solutions offer exceptional clarity  

whether you’re on a conference call or listening to your favourite music.

Dell Speakers & Soundbars

From notebook power banks to power adapters; plus, there 
is a Dell power solution to meet any workstyle.

Dell Power Solutions

NEW



Dell Premier Wireless ANC Headset WL7022 

• On-demand active ANC switch and dedicated mute button

• Smart sensors that automatically mute and unmute calls

• Adjustable leatherette headband and earpads

• Connect seamlessly across devices

• Option to charge headset on stand or via micro-USB port

• Easily fit it in a pouch while on the go

• Teams certified and compatible with leading UC platforms

• Turn on active noise canceling and block out surrounding noise 
with the ANC switch

• Easy call controls on your headset let you conveniently answer 
your call, adjust volume, redial when you are on the go

• A mute button on the boom mic doubles up as an open mic 
when you are not on a call

Dell Ultrasharp Webcam 

• 4K High Dynamic Range (HDR) webcam with a large 4K 
Sony STARVIS™ CMOS sensor captures more light delivering 
crystal-clear video and the best image quality in its class

• Digital Overlap HDR delivers true-to-life colour in extreme 
lighting environments, while 3D/2D video noise reduction 
automatically eliminates motion blur and grainy images, even in 
low light–so you always look great

• With Dell Peripheral Manager software, you can effortlessly 
tweak the brightness, sharpness, contrast and saturation, 
digitally zoom, auto focus, select your desired field of view 
with 65°, 78° and 90° options, and record in 4K (30fps) or 
1080 (60fps).

• Advanced AI auto framing keeps you at the centre of the 
picture no matter where you move.

• Dell ExpressSign-in automatically detects your presence when 
you are close and uses Windows Hello to automatically log you 
in (on Dell PCs).

• A privacy shutter cap protects your privacy and also your lens 
when not in use, or magnetically attaches to the back of the 
webcam’s cylindrical body for safe keeping.

• Certified for Microsoft Teams and Zoom and compatible with 
other leading UC platforms

• Get an unblocked view on your virtually borderless monitor 
with this super sleek webcam mount

• Attach the magnetic mount on your webcam without tools 
and enjoy neat cable management

• Flexibly attach your webcam to the tripod using the inbox 
tripod adapter.*

*Tripod not included

NEW Dell Stereo Headset WH1022

• Wired headset that offers a comfortable, 
reliable and distraction-free experience.

• Accessible call controls on control panel

• Bidirectional, adjustable mic with 270 
degree rotation

• Noise cancelling mic

• Advanced stereo output

• Lightweight, padded and 
adjustable headband

Enjoy absolute call clarity with these headsets that provide a comfortable, noise-free calling 
experience and an adjustable boom mic that can be worn on either side. 

Dell Headsets
Experience best image quality in its class with the world’s most intelligent 4K webcam.10

Dell UltraSharp Webcam

Dell Pro Wireless Headset WL5022

• Noise canceling mic and dedicated mute button

• Adjustable leatherette headband and earpads

• Connect seamlessly across devices

• Charge headset via the USB cable

• Tile app on smartphone helps to locate your headset

• Visual indicators on your USB dongle keep you informed  
of your call status

• Teams certified headset which works seamlessly with  
your PC or smartphone

• Foldable earpads let you easily pack it away and be on the go

• Call controls on your headset let you conveniently answer  
your call, adjust volume and redial when you are on the go

• A dedicated mute button lets you quickly mute and unmute your call

Dell Pro Stereo Headset WH3022

• Adjustable headband and ear cushions

• Accessible call controls on control panel

• Boom mic that can be worn on either side

• A hearing protection feature automatically detects sudden 
loud noises and prevents audio spikes

• Teams certified and is compatible with leading UC platforms



Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter – DA305

• Multifunctional USB-C downstream port supports up 
to 90W power pass through, video and data

• Most comprehensive and compact 6-in-1 USB-C 
mobile adapter featuring HDMI, DisplayPort, Ethernet, 
USB-C and 2 x USB-A 

• The only adapter to connect to 4K displays at 60Hz 
via DisplayPort or HDMI without compromising on 
performance 

• The only multiport adapter with Fast Role Swap 
feature which ensures that video and LAN connectivity 
is uninterrupted even if the USB-C power source is 
removed from the adapter

• Fast SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps data-transfer rates 

• Neatly-concealed long connecting cable length offers 
the flexibility to use it with clamshells, 2-in-1s or 
convertibles and can be easily extended or retracted by 
rotating the top and bottom cover of the adapter

• Comes with a 3-year warranty

Dell Adapter – USB-C to DisplayPort

• Connects laptop/tablet with USB-C to various 
high-resolution displays and projectors with 
a DisplayPort 

• Portable with plug-and-play convenience

• Supports up to 4K at 60 Hz

Dell Adapter – USB-C to HDMI

• View video content from any desktop or laptop with 
USB-C video output on HDMI-compliant displays 

• Portable with plug-and-play convenience 

• Supports up to 4K at 60 Hz

Dell Adapter – USB-C to USB-A 3.0

• Connect PC with USB-C port to USB-A 3.0 
devices and accessories 

• Portable with plug-and-play convenience 

Dell Adapter – USB-C to Ethernet (PXE Boot)

• Speeds up streaming and network connectivity 

• Expands or adds networks with an Ethernet port,  
using an existing USB-C input on PC

• Supports enterprise features like MAC address 
pass-through, PXE Boot and Wake-On-LAN

Dell Adapter – USB-C to VGA

• View video content from any PC with USB-C  
video output on VGA-compliant displays 

• Portable with plug-and-play convenience 

• Watch movies on a home projector, mirror your 
desktop for an expanded workstation or show 
presentations at school or work

Dell Adapter – USB-C to HDMI/DisplayPort 
with Power Pass-Through 

Uncompromised productivity 

• Turn your port-scarce USB-C notebook into a mobile 
workstation with this Dell USB-C that comes with 
power pass-through, allows you to charge your 
laptop up to 90W while connecting to an external 
4K HDR simultaneously, without compromising on 
screen performance.

Compact and compatible 

• Slim and sleek, this adapter fits easily in your pocket 
or your laptop bag. 

• The compact dimensions also ensure easy 
portability,  
so you can tote it anywhere. 

• Tested and certified to work with Dell systems,  
this USB-C adapter adheres to USB-C industry  
standards and works flawlessly every time.

• Supports up to 4K at 60 Hz.

Dell Memory Upgrades
Increase the performance and extend the life of your system 
with Dell Certified Memory

You could use more memory if…

• You have noticed a decrease in system performance.

• You are looking to extend the life of your system.

• You intend to install a newer operating system such as 
Microsoft Windows 11.

• You have recently upgraded or installed additional 
hardware or software.

• You do not have the budget to purchase a new system

Type: DDR4 & DDR5 SODIMM (Non-ECC, ECC), UDIMM 
(Non-ECC, ECC, XMP)

Frequency: up to 4800Mhz

Capacity: up to 32GB

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Dell Storage Upgrades
Increase the storage capacity with Dell Certified Solid State Drive (SSD). 
It boasts a storage capacity of up to 4TB enabling users to store large amounts of data. 
Featuring PCIe Gen 3x4 & Gen 4x4 interface, these solid state drives deliver enhanced data
transfer speed.

Benefits of SSD over HDD(spin drive):

• More Durable: Feature a non-mechanical design of NAND flash mounted on circuit boards 
and are more shock resistant. 

• Faster: Faster data access, boot ups, file transfers, and an overall quicker computing 
experience than hard drives. 

• Quieter: Run at near silent operation unlike loud, whirring hard disc drives. 

• Lighter: Flash-based SSDs weigh considerably less. 

• Cooler: SSDs require little power to operate, resulting in less heat output by your system. 

• More Efficient: Consume less power at peak load.

Dell Flash
USB flash drives allow you to save documents, share photos, music, 
videos and more.

The combo flash drive has a dual interface that works with both standard 
USB and USB Type-C™ ports. 

It’s an ideal way to provide up to 256GB of extra storage for the latest 
smartphones, tablets, PCs and Mac computers, which may have limited 
expansion ports, and it’s easier than sharing files via online services. 

It’s plug and play and fast, with speeds up to 100MB/s read and 15MB/s write, 
and it has a rotating cap to protect the reversible USB Type-C™ connector. 

It’s backed up by 5 year warranty.

Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter - DA310

• Features as above for DA305, but has VGA port
NEW

Connect to anything, anywhere. Dell’s adapter solutions make it easy to connect your  
favourite accessories to your PC whether at your desk or in your meeting spaces. 

Dell Adapters Dell Certified Memory &  
Storage Upgrades and Flash products

NEW



Dell Single Monitor Arm MSA20

• World’s first monitor arm to offer swivel angle 
adjustment with a flip of a switch.

• Dell Quick Release lets you snap on the Dell UltraSharp 
or P-series monitor onto the arm simply without tools.

• Select Dell OptiPlex Micro, Ultra and Wyse systems can 
be mounted along with the monitor to create a tidy desk.                                                                                                     

• Quickly adjust your monitor for maximum productivity 
and comfort with the World’s first monitor arm to offer 
swivel angle adjustment with a flip of a switch.

• Dell swivel switch prevents overhang or over-rotation, 
letting you change the angle of the arm to 180 degrees 
or 360 degrees without having to remove it.

• Supports from 19” to 38” (monitor mounting only). 
For PC and monitor mounting, please refer to the 
compatibility matrix.

• Compatible with Dell UltraSharp, P, E and C series monitors 

Dell Dual Monitor Arm MDA20

• World’s first monitor arm to offer swivel angle adjustment 
with a flip of a switch.

• Quickly install this Dell Dual Monitor Arm – MDA20 for a 
comprehensive monitor and system mounting solution.

• Dell Quick Release lets you snap on the Dell UltraSharp 
and P-Series monitors onto the arm easily without tools, 
and select OptiPlex Micro, Ultra and Wyse systems can be 
installed as well for an all-in-one solution.

• Select Dell OptiPlex Micro, Ultra and Wyse systems can be 
mounted along with the monitor to create a tidy desk.

• Supports 19’’ to 27’’ (monitor mounting only). For PC and 
monitor mounting, please refer to the compatibility matrix.

• Compatible with  Dell UltraSharp, P, E and C 
series monitors 

Dell Dual Monitor Stand MSD19

• MDS19 optimizes desk space with 30% less footprint 
than its predecessor.

• Mount up to two 27-inch monitors and enjoy an improved 
viewing distance.

• Impressive cable management features let you hide 
cables through the round cable slot, channel them 
within the stand and keep them neatky intact with 
cable clips along the curved crossbar.

• Adjust both monitors indepently to your ideal height 
and viewing angle.

• Raise each panel up 5 inches ‘130 mm) and pivot 
90° in any direction for a portrait view.

Dell AIO Micro Stand MFS22
Dell Precision Compact AIO Stand CFS22

For a clean desk experience, the sleek stand offers a cable 
routing system for tidy wiring and houses your monitor in a small 
footprint. The stylish cover keeps cables hidden from view.

• Securely install your OptiPlex micro desktop with VESA 
supported mounting. Attach the monitor effortlessly with 
Dell Quick Release. Fully adjustable for convenient, flexible 
viewing options, adjust height, tilt, swivel, and pivot your 
monitor to suit your viewing comfort. Securely house your 
micro desktop as the stand comes with support for both 
the Kensington lock and a padlock.

• Selected 19” to 27” Dell UltraSharp, P, E and C series monitors 

• MFS22 Compatible with: OptiPlex MFF 7000, OptiPlex 
MFF 5000, OptiPlex MFF 3000, OptiPlex Thin Client 3000

• CFSS2 Compatible with Precision 3260

• 3 years Limited Hardware Warranty

Dell OptiPlex SFF AIO Stand  OSS21

• Maximize your desk space with the Dell Small Form Factor 
All-in-One Stand – OSS21 which houses the SFF desktop 
and monitor in a small footprint.

• Neatly manage cables within the pedestal and cable slot 
on the stand while a meshed cable cover keeps cables 
from view.

• Fully adjustable, the stand allows you to raise, lower, tilt, 
swivel 360 degrees or pivot the monitor clockwise or 
counter-clockwise to suit your viewing needs.

• Conveniently secure the stand to its SFF chassis with the 
Kensington lock slot and/or padlock slot.

• The meshed cable cover prevents cables from 
getting dislodged.

• A retractable telescopic handle lets you easily carry your 
SFF desktop, OSS21 stand and monitor. 

• Selected 19” to 27” Dell UltraSharp, P, E and C 
series monitors. Compatible with Optiplex Small Form 
Factor and Precision (OptiPlex 3080, 5080, 5090, 7080, 
7090 SFF, Precision 3440, 3450 SFF)

• Enjoy the simplest installion on a dual monitor stand.
Easily snap the moniotr panel into place onto the only 
dual monitor stand with tool-less monitor installation.

• Compatible with  Dell UltraSharp, P, E and C 
series monitors  

Who doesn’t love their monitors floating over a completely empty desktop with the ability to easily move them 
anywhere they need to work most comfortably?

NEW

Stands and Arms
Who doesn’t love their monitors floating over a completely empty desktop with the ability 

to easily move them anywhere they need to work most comfortably?

Stands and Arms
Who doesn’t love their monitors floating over a completely empty desktop with the ability 

to easily move them anywhere they need to work most comfortably?



N17 Keyed Laptop Lock for Dell devices

• Certified and designed to work on the latest 
Dell laptops and devices with a wedge 
lock slot. It meets Kensington’s industry-
leading testing standards for tamper-
resistance, reliability and durability

• Expanding side ‘hooks’ grab on to the internal 
sides of the wedge lock slot, creating a strong 
connection between the device frame and the  
lock to resist and deter theft attempts

• 5mm Keying System featuring patented anti-pick 
Hidden Pin Technology is compatible for custom 
solutions across different styles of Kensington locks

• Pivot and Rotate Cable. Special hinge 
creates great freedom of movement, 
eliminating awkward angles and allowing you 
to insert your key with complete ease

• Available as a unifying Master Key which can  
allow a single Master Key to open any 
Kensington lock styles available from Dell

ClickSafe Lock for all Dell security slots

• ClickSafe lock contains two anchor points for both  
the Kensington security slot and 2017 mobile 
systems, featuring wedge shaped slot

• Suitable for all Dell devices, including  
desktops, laptops, monitors

• 5mm Keying System featuring 
patented anti-pick Hidden Pin 
Technology is compatible for 
custom solutions across different 
styles of Kensington locks

• Available as a unifying Master Key 
which can allow a single Master 
key to open any Kensington lock 
styles available from Dell

Dell Privacy Filters

• Keeps on-screen information private 

• Frameless design protects 
your display 

• Maintains image clarity 
and reduces glare

• Available in sizes to fit 
Dell laptop screens 

FIND OUT MORE – TALK TO US.

To find out how Dell can help transform your business,  
visit Dell.com or contact your Dell Account Executive.

Dell and the Dell logo are trademarks of Dell Inc. and its subsidiaries in the United states and other countries. 
Please note that product availability and specification may vary by region.

1.  Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies. 

2.  https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/electronics-and-accessories/briefs-summaries/Dell_Pen_Compatibility_Brochure.pdf

3.  Based on Dell internal analysis of competitive products using publicly available data as of February 2019. Power Delivery of up to 130W when used with compatible Dell systems. 

4.  Based on Dell internal analysis of competitive products using publicly available data as of February 2019. Power Delivery of up to 130W when used with compatible Dell systems. 
ExpressCharge Boost is available on select Dell systems.

5.  Based on Dell internal analysis of competitive products using publicly available data as of February 2019. Power Delivery of up to 210W when used with compatible Dell systems.

6.  Functionality downgraded to single USB-C capabilities when only one cable is in use.

7.  Third 4K display at 30Hz. Maximum three display output can be supported simultaneously through USB-C connection.

8.  Source: Hot Tech-Dell Monitor Productivity Study, Jun 2020 

9.  Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations assuming non-continuous use during an 8-hour workday, Dec. 2020. Results vary depending on use, operating

10.  Based on an independent user study of 20 experienced webcam users commissioned by Dell. Participants evaluated the brightness, color saturation  
and sharpness of live web meeting video streamed with the Dell UltraSharp webcam and leading competitive external 4K personal conferencing webcam 
in uniform, low and high contrast lighting conditions (No physical webcams nor brands were shown to participants) (June 2021).

Better safe than sorry! Dell’s Locks and Privacy Filters are designed  
to protect your investment and your information.

Dell Physical Security Locks and Privacy Filters

https://www.dell.com/en-us

